Laminar characterization of spiking activity in the rat motor cortex.
The neocortex is a six-layered tissue consisting of different cell types. How does unit activity in the different layers of the motor cortex relate to movement? Does implantation in a particular layer improve direction decoding ability for a neuroprosthetic device? We simultaneously recorded unit activity in different layers of the rat motor cortex using chronic multi-site silicon electrodes. We used a combination of histology and electrophysiological signatures of Local Field Potentials (LFPs) to accurately localize the electrode sites in the different layers of the cortex. We analyzed 142 units from two animals and found that 40 units (28%) in Layers II to V showed significant modulation with respect to movement. Of these units that showed significant modulation, 9/20 (45%) of units in Layers II/III encoded directional information as compared to 15/19 (79%) of the units in Layers IV/V. These preliminary results suggest that units in Layers IV/V relatively contain more directional information than other layers of the cortex.